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Fig. 2. Test of charge symmetry at small 'j .
■\) and 0 data hare been normalized at ̂  = C- for 
ж > 0,1 . The distributions for X<С' 1 (corrected 

for efficiency) are shown. For comparison, ex
pected distributions for ы=С.  И a»d previous 
results of a similar analysis of HPWF (Ref 
data are also lndioated. Whether charge symmetry 
at saall ̂  or VI holds well enough to normalize 

and 0 data Internally is inclear.
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Three experimental results, whloh will be 
characterized as the one-, two- and three-photon 
experiments, are reported here froa work done 
by the UCSB group using an eleotron beaa at 
SLAC. All three utilized the apparatus shown 
in Fig. 1, which has a photon detector on one 
side of the bean downstream from the hydrogen 
target and a recoil electron detector on the 
other side.

To describe the set-up more specifically for 
the first experiment, which involved TTeelectro- 
production, the "jf's were detected in an away 
of 88 lead-glass oounter of 6.3 сахб.З cm cross 
section, covering 3.?° ln the laboratory. The 
central angle was varied froa 7.5° to 19° with 
respect to the 20.? GeV electron beam, which 
went into a 12.5 cm hydrogen target. The coun
ter array was aoved periodically Into the beam 
for calibration of the counters at several 
energies.

The eleotron detector consisted of a bending 
magnet and a hodosooped lead and scintillator 
shower detector, which oould be moved into the 
main beam for calibration. The shower detector 
deteralned the energy and position of the elect
ron, which permitted tracing the electron tra
jectory back through the magnet to the small 
target, giving the production angle. As a oheck, 
many of the electrons also went through a thin 
hodoscope at the exit of the magnet, giving 
a second position determination, hence, fixing 
the momentum. This latter overdeterainatlon also 
provided a check on plon contamination, which 
was measured ln two other ways: (1) by rever
sing the bending magnet with respect to the 
beaa magnets, so as to determine the number 
of т* withe” incident or 7i with an t/beaa; and
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(2) using aoraal fields, sufficient lead was 
placed In front of the shower detector to alter
nate strongly the electrons, but to adalt 
a known fraotor of the plon.

The electron detector had an acceptance of 
about 4° and about 13 GeV/o at eaeh setting.
The oentral angle was set at 6° and 10°. This 
have the kinematic coverage shown In Fig. 2, 
aarked B-88, where the aass (-^jof the virtual 
photon is plotted against its energy. For the 
other ezperlaents, B-99, data were collected at 
an Incident energy of 13.5 GeV, and this also 
provided lnforaatlon In the region shown In the 
figure. The latter is particularly useful In
aaklng ooaparlsons with charged plon data^1^,

<1the С|-й range of which is also shown there.
As this figure ahows, the experlaent was 

designed to get into the deep inelastic region, 
which had not at that tlae been possible using 
the restrloted solid angle of speotroaeters 
with charged pions. The hope was that the explo
ration of the final states In deep inelastic 
scattering would provide further lnforaatlon 
about parton structure, ffe bad already lear- 
ned^2/ that In 7Tcphotoproductlon the doalnant 
prooess Is apparently, one In which the Incident 
photon dissociates Into a parton-antlparton 
pair, with these constituents producing hadrons 
fro* their Interactions with the nucleon. For 
eleetroproductlon the aass of the photon oan 
be varied, and henoe, If such a process should 
again doalnate, the transverse aoaentna (with 
respeot to the virtual photon direction) of the 
hadron Jet should Increase with photon aass, or 

* The transverse aonentua» of an 
energetic 1D serves as a measure of the transverse 
aoaentua of the jet. There Is another kind of 
process, which we tound^2^ was relatively un
important using real photons: and undlssoclated 
photon hits a parton In a proton, produolng 
the hadroalo jet. In this case the properties 
of the Jet depend on the interactions of the 
struck parton, rather than on any characteris

tics of the Incident particle. Thus ̂  should 
be Independent of . These ideas are more 
coapletely explained In reference^/.

About 7000 ir° events were obtained after the 
subtraction of accidental coincidences, a pro
cess whloh resulted In quite clear i;c mass peaks. 
These data were fitted to a form Involving 
kUp(^- isp*) , although over our Halted range 
of pT (up to 1.? GeV/c) an exponential in p_ 
works equally well and nay be theoretically 
preferable. The data do not fit very well a fac
torised fora In which one assuaes there Is also 
an exponential dependence on x. , the fraction 
of the aaxlaua momentum the T\° oan have in the 
laboratory. It was necessary instead to divide 
the data into regions In x 1° order to get con
sistent results for different values of . The 
results shown In Fig.3 are in teras of observed 
X , which Is smeared soaewhat and lower than 
the real x . The higher X data (apparent.

real. .5^X.£l.O) is directly compa- 
rable to the charged plon data^^ at lower \<$\ 
and one sees agreement. The slope parameter, , 
falls off (i.e., <  ̂ increases) up to i 2. , 
after which b becomes constant and equal to 
a little loss than 4. It has only a slightly 
higher value In the lower К group of data. Thus, 
the virtual photons behaviour Is very different 
froa that we observed for the real photon, and 
there is a limiting momentum behaviour.

So much for single photon. The two-photos 
experiment Involves learning whether two-photon 
exchange ooours in Inelastic electron scattering. 
This oan be determined by looking for the in
terference between one-photon and two-photon 
exohange, which would give a difference between 
e+ and S  scattering. To do this experiment we 
used the highest energy e+ available at SLAC,
13.5 GeV, and hence the ̂ -'Orange was more li
mited, as shown In Fig. 2 as E-99. Interleaved 
6* and £  data were collected in equal amount 
at three beam intensities (3.10^, 5.10^, and 
7.10^ e’s/pulse), so that aby rate-dependent 
effects oould be monitored.



For the data Integrated over the range of 
1$ hl^3.5 (GeV/c)2 and 2 * H  9.5 GeV, the statis
tical error la 0.29$. Pour sources of systema- 
tlc error each contributed independent error 
of about 0.116. One was due to Inaccuracies In 
the correction from plon contamination, there■V —being more than i> . Another arose from the 
lack of reproducibility of the incident beam 
position; this setting error of about 1 mm was 
random, but it left a residual error. The third 
was from beam halo differences and could be 
measured in target-empty runs. The fourth was 
the limit which could be placed on the accuracy 
of setting the magnetic field for the two po
larities. Errors due to rate effects, beam In
tegration differences with fc* and i f , high-ener
gy 'У'-гауэ, and magnetic effects on phototubes 
were all smaller. The results with all errors 
Included Is e+/a - 1.0027+0.0035. This most 
accurate comparison yet available of deep Inelas
tic e+ and e scattering shows no evidence for 
two-photon exchange at a surprisingly low level. 
One might naively expect it to occur at the IS 
level, and suggestions have been made for en
hancements above that value. In Fig. 4 our data

1 /А/Is shown split into and compared with data' ' 
obtained in a SLAС experiment done at the same 
time.

Simultaneously with the two-photon experl-/5/ment, the three-photon experiment' ' was done 
by observing photons In time coincidence with 
thee*or fc * The motivation for seeking a diffe
rence betweenfe*-fp-^tT*|(T... and Is to
look for an Interference between the virtual 
photon’s scattering off a parton lnthe proton 
and becoming a real photon (the Compton diag
ram In Fig. 5b) and Bethe-Heltler production 
of the photon (Fig. 5a). Since the latter in
volves the interaction of one photon with the 
parton and the former has two photons Interac
ting with the parton, the Interference term 
la equivalent to a three-photon interaction, 
as shown in Fig. 5c. This three-photon term

has odd charge conjugation and depends on the 
cube of the parton charge, and hence provides 
a way to measure that Interesting quantity.

Thefc_e oross section difference determines 
a struotute functIon, V W Е-А^ С.'.л'О, where 

is the probability of finding a parton 
of type"ijS with charge jv^and fraction y. of the 
protonlc momentum in an Infinite momentum 
frame. Note thatVI»-)depends on only one of the 
six kinematic variables needed to specify the 
process, and hence this scaling cheok in prin
ciple provide a stringent test of parton mo
dels. If Vli)could be determined for all x , 

then the parton charge could be found without 
any knowledge of 'Цдх) by using an exact sum 
rule^^, involving only charge and baruon number
conservation. Thus, = i or 5/a for partonst.of integral or fractional charge respectively. 
ChanowltB^/ has shown recently, that the value 
of the Integral should be 7/a for integrally 
charged colored quarks below the color thresh
old.

This powerful method of finding the parton 
charge suffers from the same problem similar 
quark sum rules do, namely, that most partons 
have very small values, and it is diffioult 
to make measurements to small enough values of 
X while satisfying other conditions (such as 
keeping large in this case). We have ob
tained a limit on the missing contribution to 
jvu)d% from the smallx region by using Vs/*1 *
“ * UsAx ) • which has contributions from
the quark-antlquark sea as well as the valence 
quarks, whereas Vwdepends only on the latter. 
Assuming the largest possible fractional quark ̂' ty Icharge, +2/3, one gets ^ \ U^dU > \ jvm.Xo A* сThus, the unmeasured contribution, S

' if ^I - \ j jW, v.x.V-1"*. can be found from »w1̂  ,n i *
which is determined In electron-proton inelas- 
tlo soatterlng. For >>-1.15 (which is about the 
limit for our beam energy), then у  54# of

сIs not measurable. The experiment must then be 
interpreted with information frame- a n d

*r ^neutrino scattering, to get



The experiment is as described for the "two- 
photon" measurement, but with the additional 
information of the energy and arrival time (re
lative to a suitable tT or e ) of any photon >
4 GeV. Accidental coincidences were subtracted 

off-line, although they subtract out in the4* —
d t differenoe, If Intensities are monitored 
closely, as was done. The difference subtraction 
was really important in eliminating 
background. A check on this subtraction was the 
equality of 1 4  (i.e., both]$’.> deteoted) obtai
ned wlthtT and Incident. Mote that all spu
rious hadronio prooessee subtract out ln thi3 
difference.

Although thea-e difference in the single- 
arm experiment was oertainly <1#, we did onserve 
a difference in this channel in which an energe
tic photon was produced, getting fc> -*;f / tf ■* (  “
» 1.09+0.0Э. This is the principle result, since 
the poor statistics which came from there being 
only 200 hours for this experiment, yield only 
a rough value of the mean cubed charge of 
1.1+0.5, where the errors are statistical only. 
While this result cannot distinguish between
0.56.for fractional charge and 0.78 for integral 
charge below the color threshold, the mere 
existence of the effect, giving a result of the 
expeoted size, provides strong support for the 
idea of constituent particles. A more complete 
experiment Is being planned.
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Fig. 1. Schematic experimental lay-out for the 
experiments.

qz - v  RANGE COVERED IN E88, E99

Fig. 2. Kinematic region in ̂  (virtual photon 
mass) and v (virtual photon energy) covered by 
these experiments (E-88 and E-99) and by earlier 
experiments for charged pions.



SLOPE PARAMETER
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IFig. 3. Slop* parameter b for fits to л electro- 
produotion, using *1.|*(-£рт) i versus virtual 
photon aass for two regions of apparent 
(lnstruaentally sneared) plon Bomentum,X •

(o) Belhe -H e itle r (b) Com pton

(c) COMPTON-BETHE-HEITLER 
INTERFERENCE

* 1 jFig. 5. Diagraes for the reactions e  + p

Fig. 4. Asymeetry in per cent between deep 
lnelastlo electron and positron scattering, 
versus virtual photon «ass. Tbs DCSB point3 
include systeoatio errors, while the SLAC 
points have statistical errors only.


